Opening a Book in BlueFire

When the book finishes downloading to the device, you will have the opportunity to choose to:
- Read book now.
- Go to library--this takes you to the list of books downloaded to your BlueFire Reader app.

The Library view in BlueFire is where you can select which book to open.

Reading a Book in BlueFire

To go forward one page:
Tap the right margin.

To go back one page:
Tap the left margin.

To open the book menu:
Tap the center of the page.

*Example shows book menu open.*
*More about the menu.*

- **Library:** will return you to the list of books downloaded to your BlueFire Reader.
- **Contents:** table of contents for this book. Will allow you to jump ahead.
- **Bookmarks:** if you use the bookmarking feature while reading (upper right corner of page), the list of bookmarks set can be retrieved here.
- **Search:** search within book. Often useful for cookbooks.
- **Settings:** ability to change the size of text, colors, etc. This is shown on the next page “Set Reading Preferences.”

To hide the book’s menu, tap the center of the book screen again.